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Abstract 

     I-Device (Intelligent Devices) is one of the fastest growing devices since 
the beginning of this decade. Some of its major problems are accuracy and 
performance. This study aims to present an improvement in the performance 
of those devices. We used a simulation application for I-Devices to conduct 
the experiment. The simulation was built based on classifying results using 
Logarithmic learning for Generalized Classifier Neural Networks (L-GCNN). 
The output was a simulation that will be implemented on a smart mosque 
system. L-GCNN itself was a modification method of GCNN to improve the 
processing speed and have high accuracy as a classifier method. This method 
will take a role when the given parameters meet the conditions of the devices 
to take an action. To simplify the understanding of the simulation models, we 
used a game application to make an interactive simulation for our project in 
an environment that represents the real-world condition of the mosque. The 
result of this study shows that the devices could make a decision by 
themselves accurately. Additionally, using LGCNN models, we could reduce 
the processing iteration compared to other models. The experiment results 
show that LGCNN has an average value of 90% in accuracy, precision, 
recall, and f1.  

     Keywords: Automation, Classifier, L-GCNN, Neural Network, Decision. 

1      Introduction 

The growth of intelligent devices in this decade made a big change in how we build 

something. Especially with industrial 4.0, future technology become more and more 

complex and advanced [1]. A dream of a smart building that could act independently by 

the condition became true with the emergence of the latest Internet of Things (IoT) 

technology that can perform various types of functions [2]. Many experiments that used 

IoT in designing a building, produce a good results in improving its function like a smart 

greenhouse or smart home [3]. As a big country with the majority of citizens having 
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Islamic religion, Indonesia has a lot of mosques, but just a small portion of it has used 

today’s technology. This research wants to apply IoT technology to a mosque. However, 

that system must have advance intelligent to know how it must take an action based on 

input given by the user or the condition. Today machine learning studies give us many 

options for the algorithm to improve the forecasting and classification process[4]. A study 

about disaster support systems is one of many studies that used machine learning to make 

some early warning systems using forecasting models.  For example, the tsunami 

prediction system by Novianty et al,[5] used a neural network as a basic algorithm for 

prediction intelligence. On the other hand, machine learning also can be used to train some 

devices like robots to know about planning their path like research conducted by Arenas et 

al [6]. 

This study wants to present the implementation of a machine learning system in IoT 

devices to make it an I-Devices or smart device. One of the most popular algorithms for 

giving an artificial consciousness to a device is Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [7]. 

ANN adopts a human neural network system to generate some action based on the 

responses given to the system [8]. In 1988, the Radial Based Function (RBF) neural 

networks model was introduced by Broomhead and Lowe [9]. This model contains three 

base layers namely the Input layer, Hidden Layer, and Output layer. The difference 

between the RBF model and conventional neural networks is that conventional neural 

networks process multiple connection layers but not the RBF model [10]. There is only 

one single hidden layer in RBF that makes it more simple than a conventional neural 

network. 

  Several studies develop this neural network algorithm into a classifier algorithm so it can 

be used for classifying objects like fruits, animals, diseases, or even sign language. 

Ozyildirim et al did research on the advance of neural network models. They release some 

research that improved the neural network performance based on several different 

approaches [7], [11]–[13]. Apart from ANN backpropagation, a generalized classifier 

neural network (GCNN) is an adaptation of a feed-forward ANN model that does not 

require iterative training [13]. Each layer on the model consists of a different number of 

neurons and each layer is fully connected to the next layer.  

Implementation of IoT technology that uses an intelligent system, needs more effort to be 

directly implemented. In addition, we need more effort in making a precise experimental 

setup. Because of those reasons, this paper will conduct the experiment in a simulation-

based model. In a simulation-based approach, as a first step, we will make a model of our 

system in the virtual world according to its environment and parameter. Then we use many 

scenarios to get the best initial input and conduct the test for our proposed method 

according to those scenarios. 

2      Related Work 

Several studies for optimizing neural networks to get a more accurate result have been 

done frequently in this decade. Many applications of the neural network method had 

become popular for classifying or forecasting. Studies on biomedical territory dabbled in 

using this method for identifying a disease by its pattern like research conducted by 

Masoud [14]. That study said that using 4 types of modification of Convolutional Neural 

Networks (CNN), they obtained 79% average sensitivity, accuracy, and specificity in the 

classification of Arterial Wedge Pressure. CNN itself is one kind of neural network model 

that is very popular for classifying using pictures as inputs [15]. Outside biomedical case, 

other studies conducted using neural network was for developing artificial intelligence for 
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a specific purpose. Research by Panchal et al [16] shows that neural networks are used for 

predicting move patterns in an automatic chess game. It identified chess moved to compare 

with traditional chess algorithm, minimax. That two algorithms can learn and perceive 

chess rules and patterns. On the IoT topic itself, many types of machine learning methods 

already obtained good results[17], [18]. Furthermore, the modification of neural network 

algorithms is a focus of several studies. Shraddha et al, identified that instead of using the 

gaussian RBF kernel on a generalized classifier neural network (GCNN), it is better to use 

the Laplace kernel and optimal smoothing parameter calculated using a population-based 

Sine Cosine Algorithm [19]. 

Although it needs more time to process, a study in identification for sign language using 

LGCNN, a modification method of GCNN by Darlis et al[20], indicates that the tested 

algorithm provides better accuracy compared to conventional GCNN, and several studies 

support that statement. For example, the research of Mabruroh, et al, experimented with 

using LGCNN for giving bots some knowledge to take an action in a game[21]. In another 

case, LGCNNs are able to classify human emotion based on Electro Encephalography 

(EEG)[22]. 

3      Problem Formulations or Methodology 

3.1 Simulation Approach 

One of the important things about this study is the approach of not using a set of physical 

equipment for experimenting with the program. Instead of trying the proposed algorithm 

directly on the device, this study uses a simulated-based approach that creates a virtual 

environment using game-based simulation to simulate every possible condition of the I-

Device on the smart mosque. This study uses a game as our object for simulation mainly 

because we can minimize the cost of the developing system. In the next development, we 

can connect the system with metaverse technology, so each user of the system can join a 

meta-environment to create interaction between the device and other users [23]–[25]. 

Today metaverse technology became advanced technology because of the impact of the 

COVID-19 pandemic era. Every aspect of thing on the world became on meta-world from 

economics to academics [26]. 

3.2 Generalized Classifier Neural Network 

Several studies have developed some adaptations of neural network models to improve 

their performance such as the Generalized classifier neural network (GCNN). This model 

used the RBF kernel to generate the results. As a classifier algorithm based on the gaussian 

RBF kernel, GCNN has a good reputation for generating high accuracy in classifying 

objects[13]. GCNN itself is one of the feed-forward neural networks in comparison to 

Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNN) and Generalized Regression Neural Networks 

(GRNN)[7]  

But these benefit sacrifice GCNN computation speed. To manage those problems, the 

latest study offers a solution using a Logarithmic learning generalized classifier neural 

network (LGCNN)[20], [21], [27]. The difference of this method with other RBF neural 

network is in using a logarithmic function to calculate the error for each epoch[12]. With 

this function, it will decrease the iteration to get the minimum error. Like GCNN this 
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method contains 5 primary layers: input, pattern, summation, normalization, and output 

layer. 

 

Figure 1. GCNN Architecture by Juniardi, 2022 

Fig. 1 shows the general architecture of GCNN. The first layer is an Input vector  from 

our data. The number of neurons in this layer is equal to the number of properties in our 

data. It will transfer to the pattern layer that consists of neurons in an equal number of the 

training set. As a first step, the data need to be normalized before continuing to the next 

step.  For each neuron  calculate Gaussian RBF kernel based on Euclidian value between 

training data with the test data, and the output  will be calculated as definition 3.1. 

Definition 3.1. Gaussian RBF kernel 

 

 

 

where  is the total number of training data and  represents the smoothing parameter of 

the model. when training pattern  classifying  into  class, then it will set the value of 

 with 0.9, and for the rest class will be 0.1 as shown as definition 3.2. 

Definition 3.2. Labelling vector 

 
 

 

Where  is the label vector for training data and  is the number of classes. Pattern 

layers will transfer the result to the summation layer that has  neurons. That 

additional neuron is the denominator neuron that will be used for further calculation. The 

calculation of diverges effect term value  for class on  training data will be 

processed using definition 3.3. 

Definition 3.3 diverge effect term 
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This  represent the maximum value of  where it will be assigned as 0.9 for the 

first iteration. The diverge effect terms value will classify data based on the class. The 

exponential function offers restrictions on over-fitting problems and convergence to 

minimum error. Furthermore, on this summation layer, denominator  and output of the 

summation layer  generated by using definition 3.4 and 3.5. 

Definition 3.4 Summation Layer 

 

 

 

   

Definition 3.5 Denominator 

 

 

 

 

 

where  is pattern layer output and  is diverge effect term calculated by definition 

3.3.  The summation layer result will be normalized on the normalization layer to produce 

the winner class. By dividing the output layer with denominator  we obtained  value for 

each class given as definition 3.6. 

Definition 3.6 Class Value 

 
 

 

This value determined the rank of the winner class. As shown in definition 3.7, the first 

rank of the class will be the winner neurons or the final action of the input pattern. 

Definition 3.7 Winner class 

   

The neural network algorithm relies on error calculation for generating new weights for the 

next iteration. Because of that, the gradient descent-based formula takes a role in 

minimizing the square error of the system. The formula for calculating square error is 

shown as Definition 3.8 

Definition 3.8 Mean Squared Error 

   

This belongs to the desired value and  is a value from the output of the neural network. 

For converging  to its minimum value, a derivative of definition 3.8 is calculated by . 

The function can be seen as theorem 3.1 

Theorem 3.1 Error derivative by  

 
 

 

 

For GCNN Winner neuron value will be stored for updating diverge effect term then new 

smoothing parameter will be calculated using Gradient decent approach shown as 

definition 3.9. 
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Definition 3.9 New smoothing parameter 

  
 

Where   is the representation of learning rate and  was a gradient of square error . 

Refers to definition 3.8, GCNN calculates the square error as formula as shown in 

definition 3.10. 

Definition 3.10. GCNN squared error 

   

 

This cost function  was the least square cost function based on regression used on 

ordinary GCNN and it produce better classification results.  

 

4      The Proposed Method 

4.1      Logarithmic Learning Neural Network 

While it generated good result, GCNN facing a convergence problem as it need a long-

time process to converge. To try to tackle this problem, LGCNN come up an idea with 

replacing the least square cost function with a logarithmic cost function.  

Logarithmic cost function takes a place to reduce iterations of process reaching minima. 

The formula for  calculation on LGCNN is given as definition 4.1. 

Definition 4.1. Logarithmic cost function 

   

This introduced method replaced the conventional one that is still based on regression 

analytics. Though it has more complexity, it greatly reduces iteration to convergence. After 

calculated cost function ,  generated by calculating the gradient of the cost function 

using derivative of definition 4.1 as shown in theorem and lemma 4.1. 

Theorem 4.1. LGCNN cost function 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For updating the value of diverge effect term, updated with the value of the winner 

class  each iteration. 
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4.2      System Architecture 

Our study used a flux sensor for detecting the brightness of the environment. They are 

placed spread over the environment in which depending on the pattern it will decide which 

lamp will take an action. The diagram of our system can be seen in fig 2.  

 

Figure 2. Proposed System Architecture 

Training data used for the proposed architecture was for determining the best solution by 

calculating Euclidian value from input to the given training data then those values will 

help to obtain the RBF activation function. The training set combines several values of the 

sensor and generates action. That action controls several lamps' activation on simulation. 

Each action will be trained with 3 different given data and each data contain 25,50, and 

100 data to be trained. Several scenarios will be conducted to test the model’s response. 

The result from the model will be applied to the simulation with some object in the virtual 

mosque. That mosque building has lamps that need to be active by the condition of the 

given sensor. The map of simulation can be seen in fig. 3 
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Figure 3. Room design on mosque simulation 

There are two places for lamp placement, inside and outside. Sensors with a total of 4 

sensors were spread inside building and outside the building. When the flux sensor 

detected a fluctuation, one of the actions in table 1 will be selected based on the value of 

the sensors. 

 

Table 1: Action Detail for Lamp 

ACTION ID 
LEFT 

LAMP 

RIGHT 

LAMP 

OUTER 

LAMP 

0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 100 

2 0 100 0 

3 0 100 100 

4 100 0 0 

5 100 0 100 

6 100 100 0 

7 100 100 100 

4.2.   Measuring performance 

Classification models need to measure their performance to be perfectly running[28]. This 

performance evaluation normally can be measures by accuracy, precision, and recall or 

sensitivity of the algorithm based on the confusion matrix. A confusion matrix is a very 

popular measurement used while solving classification problems. It can be applied to 

binary classification as well as to multiclass classification problems[29]. Calculating 

accuracy means that we analyze how accurate our method predicting or classifying some 

pattern. Accuracy value will form by calculating true positive, true negative, false positive, 

and false negative with formula definition 4.2. 
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Definition 4.2. Accuracy Confusion Matrix 

 
 

 

 

Precision shows the accuracy of desired data with prediction results given by the 

algorithm[30]. As shown in definition 4.3. 

Definition 4.3. Precision Confusion Matrix 

 
 

 

 

Recall or sensitivity expresses the correctness of the model to find back the information. 

The process of recall can be seen in definition 4.4. 

 Definition 4.4 Recall Confusion Matrix 

 
 

 

 

Technically, a good classifier will generate a value closer to 1 for  and . 

metric come to take  and  into account as given definition 4.5.  

Definition 4.5. F1 Score 

 
 

 

 

5      Results, Analysis and Discussions  

Several experiments have been conducted to test how accurate the LGCNN in making 

decisions for simulated Intelligent Lamp (I-Lamp). We compare the use of conventional 

GCNN with L-GCNN to accommodate lamp action. A test for analyzing the converging 

performance produces a result shown as -graph in figure 4.  

 

Figure 4. Smoothing Parameter Graph for 800 data training 
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As we can see in the figure, with 800 training data and a learning rate initial value is 0.01, 

the LGCNN graph became convergence faster than GCNN. LGCNN took around 90 times 

of iteration to be convergence while GCNN need over 273 times of iteration. Furthermore, 

a different graph pattern shows as the result of comparing these two methods. 

 

 

Figure 5.  Chart between GCNN and LGCNN (   = 0.01) 

 

Comparation between GCNN square error and LGCNN cost function can be seen in figure 

5. In figure 5, it is safe to say that the LGCNN cost function generates a negative value 

while GCNN positive. According to figure 4, when the smoothing parameter converges, 

there is a change on the cost function graph as the value of cost function in the models 

became closer to zero. 

 

 

Figure 6. GCNN training result compared with the training data ground truth 

The training result of the GCNN model shown in figure 6, denotes that the GCNN model 

still has several errors. The spike on the graph shows the class that was misinterpreted by 
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the model as it makes 7% wrong action. Meanwhile, the LGCNN result is better than 

GCNN. As the graph shows in fig.7, the LGCNN model provides fewer mistakes than 

GCNN with only 2.875% wrong action. 

Another performance test using a confusion matrix has been calculated to evaluate the two 

models. The result is shown in table 2 as accuracy value and F-1 score between the two 

models. 

 

Figure 7. LGCNN training result compared with the training data ground truth 

 

Table 2. Accuracy and F-1 Score of two model 

Dataset 
GCNN L-GCNN 

Accuracy F1-Score Accuracy F1-Score 

125 88% 93.02% 87.20% 92.38% 

250 72.80% 84.49% 89.20% 93.85% 

375 74.66% 80.30% 88.27% 92.31% 

500 90.00% 90.74% 88.40% 89.95% 

Average 81% 87% 88% 92% 

According to comparison of performance between GCNN and LGCNN in Table 2, it can 

be seen that in Accuracy, LGCNN models produce an average score 7% better than GCNN 

models. And along with the accuracy F-1 score of those two methods, indicates that 

LGCNN obtained 5% greater than GCNN. by average, LGCNN models outperform 

GCNN by accuracy and F-1 score. 

 

6      Conclusion  

Neural networks as classifier algorithms can be used for many things including making 

decisions for choosing action on smart devices. LGCNN as the suggested model can 

optimize GCNN weakness very well. With ±90% of average accuracy to f1 score, LGCNN 
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could be used in a simulation to provide the right decision. Further experience it is 

suggested to add more variable and different case to test the consistency of the model. 

More training data with increasing iteration process are also suggested to measure the 

efficiency of the model. 
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